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Parkinson’s Disease (PD)
• Progressive
neurodegenerative
movement disorder
• PD primarily affects
neurons in the substantia
nigra, which produce
dopamine—a chemical
that sends messages to
control movements and
coordination

Meet NJ
An active & enthusiastic
84-year-old female with
Parkinson’s Disease
• NJ attends Carter rehabilitation sessions 4-5x per week
• PWR! moves, Tai Chi, yoga, Tango + a weekly PD support group

• She lives at home with her husband and only uses a cane for

long distances
• She works as a local site steward which requires her to hike
remote archeological ruins
Stage 3: Mid-stage in the progression of the disease with bilateral symptoms. Inability to recover balance,
but still independently ambulating.

Primary Complaints
• Tremors – worsened due to medication switches
• Difficulty with depth perception
• Bumping into walls and catching her toe on stairs

Patient’s Goals
• Increase walking speed and time to fatigue
• Improve balance

Observation of NJ
• Decreased arm swing, slight lateral lean, short step lengths
• She could reach overhead, but had diminished weight shift

Interventions
• 1st Session
• 45 min circuit training session
• Boxing
• Dynamic movement via riverstones
• Posterior fall practice
• Trail-making while balancing and weight shifting

• Strong Performance
• Extensive amounts of physical activity

outside of neuro clinic…

Forced Exercise = Active Assisted Exercise
• Voluntary efforts augmented
• Exercise rate increased
• Constant pedaling rate at high RPM +

consistent pedaling pattern
• They are contributing actively to the exercise
• Aerobic exercise, 65-80% target HR zone

Interventions
• 2nd Session
• Tandem Bicycling Stoker
• 3 minute warm up
• 3x5min sessions with 5 minute rest in

between
• 3 minute cool down

• 3rd Session
• Tandem Bicycling
• Navigating obstacles on
tandem with focus on weight
shifting

Interventions
• 4th Session
• Progressed to independent
patient cycling
• 5th Session
• Solo bicycling session
• Three 7 minute sessions w/ 5
minute rests
• Patient was able to navigate

obstacles with standby assist
• Progressed to mounting and

dismounting practice
bilaterally

PICO Question

P- An active 84-year-old female
with Parkinson’s Disease

I- Forced exercise via a tandem
bicycle

C- Voluntary exercise
O- Global improvements in
motor function?

It Is Not About the Bike, It Is About the
Pedaling [Forced exercise + Parkinson’s Disease]
Alberts, Jay L et al. Exercise and Sport Science Reviews, 2011

• Serendipitous discovery
• Animal studies suggest that FE leads to

motor function improvements +
neuroprotective effects

• FE Group improved by 35% from baseline

on blinded UPDRS-III ratings

• No improvements with the VE group

• Similar pattern of cortical and

subcortical activation while patients
were on medication + following FE
while OFF meds.
• Improved hand function

UPDRS-III: Most commonly used scale in clinical study of PD

Active Assisted Forced Exercise Provides Long-term
Improvement to Gait Velocity and Stride Length in
Patients Bilaterally Affected by Parkinson’s Disease
Sstuckenschneider, et all. Gait and Posture, August 2015

Study Outcomes
Gait patterns + velocity
Tremor scores
UPDRS-III

Active Assisted Forced Exercise Provides Long-term
Improvement to Gait Velocity and Stride Length in
Patients Bilaterally Affected by Parkinson’s Disease
Sstuckenschneider, et al. Gait and Posture, August 2015

Benefits from BOTH Active
Assisted + Passive Forced
Exercise
•
•
•
•

Increase gait velocity (0.5 km/hr)
Increased time in swing phase
Elongated stride length
Decreased double stance phase

Only Active Assisted Forced
Exercise
• Postural and kinetic tremor reduced
significantly between pre and posttest
• Gait velocity + stride length were
increased long-term (12 weeks)

Exercise Therapy for Parkinson’s Disease: Pedaling
Rate is Related to Changes in Motor Connectivity
Shah, Chinton et al. Brain Connectivity, 2016

• 27 patients randomized to VE (n = 14) or FE (n= 13)
• Set FE rate to pedal 35% faster than their voluntary self selected pedal rate
for 8 weeks

• Both groups received fMRI during multiple functional tasks to assess
functional connectivity
• Before treatment
• After treatment
• Four weeks after treatment ended
• In patients who pedaled faster, the fMRI indicated strengthening of the
connectivity between the Motor Cortex and part of the thalamus
responsible for motor control + sensory integration during functional tasks
• A trend was also indicated toward stronger connections to the BG
• This effect was maintained at the 4 week follow up

Did I answer my PICO?
• Maybe not for an outdoor tandem cycle intervention…but

yes for FE cycling leading to global motor improvements!
• Improvements to tremors immediately after FE, long

term gait velocity and stride length improvements
• Efficacy linked to faster pedaling
• Functional connectivity between the motor cortex

and thalamus
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Value Proposition
PROBLEM
PD is progressive and motor impairments will likely occur
or worsen
• Lead to decreased independence, fall risks, injuries,
sedentary + isolated lifestyles
• Amplifies risk for osteoporosis + cardiovascular diseases
SOLUTION
Active Assisted FE presents a longer lasting effect on gait
patterns à could improve QOL, increase independence,
decrease risks associated with sedentary lifestyles and
potentially prevent falls

Value Proposition
PROBLEM
Levodopa medications are great at reducing motor symptoms
at first, over time patients experience fluctuations of
effectiveness that require increased dosages + many side
effects
SOLUTION
As shown in study by Alberts, FE may work in similar ways as
medication which could lead to reducing dosage in the future.
Encourages the patient to actively participate in treatment
with minimal risks and beneficial side effects!

Why should physical therapists
consider this as an intervention?
Increased funding for stationary bicycles with motors
that augment patient cadence

Pedaling together may
make treatment better!

PTs incorporate other disease specific therapeutic
interventions for these patients + have the clinical
knowledge for safety, appropriateness + encouraging
cues/feedback
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Thank you,
Any Questions?

UPDRS-III
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
Used to follow the longitudinal course of PD
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Evaluation of mentation, behavior & mood
Self-evaluation of ADLs
Clinician-scored monitored motor evaluation
Complications of therapy
Hoehn and Yahr staging of severity
Schwab and England ADL scale

It Is Not About the Bike, It Is About the
Pedaling
[Forced exercise + Parkinson’s Disease]

Alberts, Jay L et al. Exercise and Sport Science Reviews, 2011

• Voluntary (n = 50, Forced (n = 5) with a trainer, 8 week study
• 3x 1 hour sessions per week, 10 minute warm up, 40 minutes exercise, 10 minutes cool down
• 60-80% of their THR
• Both groups received encouragement
• Patient’s voluntary efforts were being augmented by the trainer to achieve a

pedaling rate greater than they could produce voluntarily.

• After FE, patients appeared to rely more on feed-forward to control grasping

forces. Increased rate of grip force production with FE may reflect an increased,
albeit indirect, level of motor cortical activation
• Improved digit coordination + grip force

• Assisting patients to pedal at higher rates is likely to increase afferent input from

muscle spindles and golgi tendon organs within the LE.
• Increase in intrinsic feedback may also trigger release of neurotrophic factors or
certain NTs like dopamine…
• . Figure is an average from 9 patients (3 HOURS POST FORCED EXERCISE)

while off medication during hand functional tasks

Active Assisted Forced Exercise Provides Long-term
Improvement to Gait Velocity and Stride Length in Patients
Bilaterally Affected by Parkinson’s Disease
Sstuckenschneider, et all. Gait and Posture, August 2015
• Tremor scores, gait patterns, and UPDRS-III scores were analyzed at three time points!

1) baseline, 2) completion of intervention and 3) 12 weeks post intervention completion
Training cadence was identified during an entrance test, in which they were asked to
move at their maximal cadence for 2 minutes à cadence was then increased by 30%
with a max of 90 RPM
Treadmill-analysis for gait analysis, measured with help of a sensor surface integrated
into walking surface of the treadmill
Tremor analysis examined with Kinesia Unit, an objective electronic test instrument for
the determination of tremors* For testing, participants completed 5 different 10 sec
exercises in order to collect data of resting, postural and kinetic tremor
àOther studies have corresponding results with immediate tremor improvement following
active assisted FE (17, 18) à suggested that this is because the physiological
response following PFE is too low to result in any changes

Exercise Therapy for Parkinson’s Disease: Pedaling Rate is
Related to Changes in Motor Connectivity
Shah, Chinton et al. Brain Connectivity, 2016
• Before Randomization, patients underwent cardiopulmonary fitness testing with EKG + BP monitoring to

ensure adequate tolerance + determine voluntary exercise rate.

• Study = 3 session per week for 8 weeks, THR for both groups in 60-80% (10 min warm up/cool down, 40 min work)

• Forced Exercise: specialized stationary cycle was developed that includes a motor driven pedal system

that can augment patients’ voluntary exercise rate and monitors heart rate, power produced by the
subject and power contribution of the motor, cadence, and exercise time (Currently completing an
engineering white paper about bike)

• Voluntary group: operated same cycle without motor assistance and voluntarily determined their

resistance level and cadence

• Both groups maintained HR in the THR
• The active motor cortex in these patients showed a stronger connection to the ipsilateral thalamus (and

a trend toward a stronger connection to the putamen) after 8 weeks….this effect persisted 4 weeks after
the end of the exercise period
• Average Functional Connectivity Map of all Patients
A) BASELINE
B) END of THERAPY
C) End of Therapy +4 weeks
Most affected is the Primary Motor Cortex (M1*)
• -Pedaling rates of the two groups were statistically significantly different

